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BOYAMA HATLARI
Advanced Engineering Painting Lines
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Renk
Katan Çözümler
Solutions That Add Color to 
Your Business

‘‘ Renk
Katan Çözümler
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Partneriniz

‘‘

Your New Generation 
Painting Line Partner

Partneriniz
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 Company
 

Vizyon & Misyon 

01

Vision & Mission

About Us
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| About Us
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Renk Makine, which started its production journey in Istanbul in 2017, set out to design and 

produce completely project-specific painting lines by analyzing customer needs correctly and 

to carry out unique facility installations for its customers.

Zone, Renk Makine operates worldwide in the field of industrial painting with its experienced 

engineer staff and innovative solutions.

‘‘

ulusal 
endüstrinin hizmetine 

To offer the high value-added industrial 

painting systems we have developed 

to the service of the national and 
international industry and to be a leading 

and sustainable growing world company in 

our current sector that can implement new 

technologies.

Vizyon | Vision Misyon | Mission

kaliteli ve üstün nite-
likli

-

-

In line with customer demands, to produce 

quality and superior quality products in de-

sign and production processes by using the 

most advanced technology possible within 

our own organization, to add value to our cus-

tomers; to protect our reliable, environmen-

tally friendly and unchanging ethical values.
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‘‘
Best Customer Experience
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 Our Services

02
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Hizmetlerimiz | Our Services

Teknik Destek

Yedek Parça-Lojistik

Kurulum Montaj 

| Technical Support

| Spare Parts-Logistics

| 

-

-
-

-

-
-

-
-

| Repair - Maintenance
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Kesintisiz Destek 

Hizmet 

Uninterrupted Support

Customized Maintenance 
Programs

Fast and Reliable Service

Installation
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 Sistemleri
‘‘

 Sistemleri
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Our Projects

03
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| Our Projects

Projelerimiz

General Approach

-

-

We develop a plan that is customized to the 

needs of your project. We optimize your design 

to increase efficiency, reduce costs and ensure 

long-term durability. We choose the technology 

and machine park that suits you best. Our ex-

pert technical team uses the latest technology 

to bring your design to life and implements your 

project in a timely and error-free manner. After 

completing the project, we implement extensive 

testing and quality control processes to ensure 

that all systems run smoothly.
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Industrial DesignProcess Engineering

Production Line 
Architecture
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‘‘
Superior Design Painting 
Lines
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Our Products

04

Toz Boya

Wet Paint

Surface Treatment

Powder Coating

Ovens

Conveyors
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| Wet Paint

Boya

-

Wet paint facilities are used in many sectors 

such as automotive, defense, wood, glass 

and ceramics. While these facilities increase 

the aesthetic value of the products, they also 

increase their durability and quality. Wet paint 

facilities are specially designed for product 

quality and production capacities.

General Approach
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| Wet Paint

 

Wet Painting Cabins with Water Curtains (Closed Type)
+ Positive Pressure

Yatay Boyama 
Horizontal Painting Robot

Dikey Boyama 
Vertical Painting Robot

It is to achieve uniform spraying on moving objects by moving the paint guns left 
and right without shaking at various speeds or throughout the stroke.

It is to achieve uniform spraying on moving objects by moving the paint guns up 
and down smoothly at various speeds or throughout the stroke.

It ensures that the paint spray is distributed homogeneously on the parts. Positive 
pressure is provided by fresh air passing through the filters on the cabin ceiling.

Exhausted dye particles are kept in paper or fiber filters and exhausted as 
cleaned.

During application, the flying paint moves towards the waterfall. The determined air 
speed and pressure were chosen to have the capacity to move these flying particles 
up to the waterfall.

/ Wet Paint

 
Dry Filtered Wet Paint Booths

Manuel Su Perdeli 
Manual Water Curtain Wet Paint Booths
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Otomatik Boya 
Automatic Paint Line

Otomatik Boya 
Automatic Paint Line Web

It can perform certain operations automatically, but there are points that 
require operator support.

Thanks to the exhaust fan in the room, solvent accumulation is prevented inside.

Precisely and automatically controls the thickness and distribution of the paint 
applied to the surfaces of plastic, metal or wooden products.

It is a web-based system that controls the painting line that works through 
chains and sprockets.

It separates waste paint from water in water curtain and venturi type paint 
booths, can use the water for a long time in a closed cycle. It also improves 
paint quality.

It removes various industrial pollutants, chemicals and particles.

/ Wet Paint Facilities

/ Cleaner

 
Semi-Automatic Wet Paint Machine

Paint Preparation Room

Sistemler
Sludge Separator Systems

Chimney Washing + Wet Dyeing Systems

21
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Yüzey 

-

-

Before the dyeing process, cleaning chemicals 

are applied to the deposits formed in process-

es such as oil, dirt and welding on the surface 

of the materials at certain pressure and tem-

perature. By changing the chemical structure 

of the surface to be treated, its resistance to 

corrosion is increased and thus the adhesion of 

the paint is facilitated.

General Approach
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Sanding Cabin

 
Immersion Boilers

Spray Surface Washing Line

Flamaj Applications

Antistatik Hava 
Antistatic Air Treatments

Ionizer Transactions
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It is the process of burning or melting fibers on the surface of materials.

It removes surfaces from dust and particles using a controlled air flow. 
It removes static electricity.

Neutralization is achieved on the part and the adhered dust is removed to 
ensure smooth paint quality on the surface.

It allows the dust that emerges during sanding of the products to be 
captured and absorbed.

It is an application method that offers pre-paint surface cleaning and 
coating technology to deliver the product to the best quality.

The products are immersed in tanks with various chemicals for a certain 
period of time and prepared for subsequent processing.
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Toz Boya | Powder Coating

Boya

Solvent-free powder coating; In addition to 

surface coating quality and durability, it is eco-

nomical and environmentally sensitive. Metals 

and powder coating particles are charged with 

a different electrical charge in a magnetic me-

dium, and the powder material covers the met-

al surface with the effect of a magnet. Then the 

polymer powders are baked and melted and 

the coating process is completed by baking.

General Approach
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Powder Coating Plants

Manual Filter Powder Coating Booth

Cyclone Powder Coating Booth

25

The powder coating that does not stick to the part is captured by
separating it from the air. The retained paint particles can be reused.

Powder coating is applied to the surface of the product by hand 
or spray gun by operators.

The chemical cleaning line consists of a paint booth, drying oven 
and curing ovens.
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| Ovens

-

-

-

Ovens accelerate the drying of the paint ap-

plied to the products, increasing the durability 

and quality of the product. In industrial drying 

and cooking ovens, the temperature level re-

quired for the product is made through sensors 

and automation programming, and the desired 

level of efficiency is obtained from the oven.

General Approach
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Horizontal Belt Tunnel Oven

Horizontal Chain Tunnel Oven

Horizontal Wicker Oven

Tunnel Type Web Conveyor Oven

UV 
UV Ovens

IR 
IR Ovens

Elevator Oven

Box Type Oven

27

These ovens provide a homogeneous heat distribution. The length and speed of the 
tunnel can be adjusted. The required insulation thickness is determined by taking into 
account the application temperature.

It is our wicker band product with thermal control systems where the internal tempera-
ture can be precisely controlled.

It passes through the parts and provides a uniform heat distribution and dries the 
paint coatings perfectly.

It dries very quickly. As it is not a solvent, it is not harmful to human health.

They are infrared ovens used in stages where the part is preheated and cooked
in powder and wet paint applications.

With the first-in, first-out order, the number of pieces inside determines the firing time, 
and the entire system works automatically.

It is based on the principle of loading the piece to be dried or baked into the oven using 
a hanger or trolley group.

After the painted parts are dried, parts are placed in the continuation of the painting 
line. By adjusting the belt speed with the inverter, the paint is dried to the desired quality.
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-

It is a mechanical transportation system used 

in the transportation, loading, unloading and 

processing of products or materials. Conveyors 

allow materials or products to move in a given 

route, speed and direction, saving labor, time 

and energy.

General Approach
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Web Type Conveyor

Cardan Conveyor

Bant 
Belt Conveyor

Chain Conveyor
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It usually consists of a series of connected chain rings, and these 
chains carry materials or loads.

It allows products to move on a conveyor belt, usually made of rubber 
or PVC materials found on it.

It is especially used in environments where heavy loads or large amounts 
of material need to be transported.

It carries the materials on a longitudinal surface. The conveyor speed 
can be adjusted to suit the requirements of the process.
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Wide Product Range

Standardization in quality

Saving paint consumption, re-work, faulty products 

and working time

Easy and fast programming

Possibility to register up to 80 models

Hassas servo kontrol 

-
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Plastic, bakelite, glass, metal and wood parts used in electronics, electrical, medical, white goods, automo-

tive, promotion, small household appliances, shoes, sub-industries are automatically painted in high quality.
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